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In this paper a coupled model for strain-assisted diﬀusion is derived from the basic principles of continuum mechan-
ics and thermodynamics, and material properties characterized using diﬀusion experiments. The proposed methodology
constitutes a signiﬁcant step toward modeling the synergistic bond degradation mechanism at the bonded interface
between a Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) and a substrate, and for predicting debond initiation and propagation
along the interface in the presence of a diﬀusing penetrant at the crack tip and at elevated temperatures. It is now
well-known that Ficks law is frequently inadequate for describing moisture diﬀusion in polymers and polymer compos-
ites. Non-Fickian or anomalous diﬀusion is likely to occur when a polymer is subjected to external stresses and strains,
as well as elevated temperatures and humidity. In this paper, a modeling methodology based on the basic principles of
continuum mechanics and thermodynamics is developed which allows characterization of the combined eﬀects of tem-
perature, humidity, and strain on diﬀusion coeﬃcients as well as on moisture saturation level, from moisture weight
gain data. For tractability, the diﬀusion governing equations are simpliﬁed for the special case of 1-D diﬀusion sub-
jected to uniaxial strain and a uniform strain gradient. A novel test specimen that introduces a uniform strain gradient
is developed, and diﬀusion test data for an epoxy-based primer/adhesive are presented and employed for complete char-
acterization of material constants used in the model.
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Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites have been extensively used as lightweight, performance-
enhancing materials in the aerospace and defense industries. However, FRP is not widely accepted in civil
engineering sector primarily due to lack of reliable predictive models and sound design guidelines for their
use in civil infrastructure applications. One promising prospect of FRP application in civil engineering is
infrastructure repair and retroﬁt. A major concern for such retroﬁtting is the debonding of polymeric adhe-
sive that could compromise the reinforcing eﬀect of the FRP. When exposed to harsh environment, degra-
dation of the adhesive bond could lead to delamination of the FRP reinforcement leading to catastrophic
failure. Combined exposure to heat and moisture aﬀects a polymer in several ways. The hygrothermal swell-
ing causes a change in the residual stresses within the polymer that could lead to degradation. Further, heat
and humidity may cause the matrix to plasticize thus causing an increase in the strain to failure of the poly-
mer. Further, in the event of cyclic heating and cooling with a sustained use-temperature above the boiling
point of water, vaporization and out-gassing of absorbed moisture may take place leading to physical dam-
age and chemical changes within the polymer, especially at temperatures higher than glass transition tem-
perature of the polymer matrix. Continuous exposure to high moisture concentrations at the exposed
surfaces of the polymer could also initiate damage in the form of polymer cracking, dissolution and peeling.
The processes of sorption in polymeric materials were described in detail by Crank (1975). The inﬂuence
of moisture diﬀusion on crack growth along an interface is not yet fully understood. Environmental crack-
ing in a polymer typically occurs in the presence of a penetrant, such as moisture, and stress (or strain). It
has been postulated that the mechanism involved in environmental crack growth in a polymer involves a
small zone of craze formation and/or plasticization at the crack tip. However, for most thermoset resins
such as epoxy, energy absorption at the crack tip is primarily by a shear yielding process and not by crazing.
Consequently, for a thermoset epoxy, the zone of plasticization ahead of the crack tip must be determined
using a diﬀusion law for non-porous media, such as Ficks law. However, quite frequently, polymer com-
posites exhibit deviations from the classical Fickian treatment, termed as anomalous or non-Fickian diﬀu-
sion, especially at elevated temperatures and stress levels, and at high relative humidity. Sophisticated
hygrothermal models have been developed and veriﬁed by the authors of this paper to account for anom-
alous diﬀusion. For stretched polymer sheets where the diﬀusion-governing equations are coupled with
mechanical response through volumetric strain, Roy et al. (1989) presented a numerical procedure for solv-
ing coupled strain-assisted diﬀusion equations using an approach based on free volume theory. Sancaktar
and Baechtle (1993) showed that there is a substantial change in the free volume ratio in a polymer as a
result of stress whitening, which in turn, results in an increase in moisture uptake in the stress-whitened
region. A multi-valued diﬀusion coeﬃcient, based on an earlier model proposed by Wong and Broutman
(1985a,b), was employed to model this eﬀect. More recently, Roy (1999) derived governing equations for
history-dependent diﬀusion using irreversible thermodynamics, and developed a novel numerical frame-
work for solving the complex non-Fickian governing equations using the ﬁnite element method.
Stress assisted diﬀusion in polymers was observed by Fahmy and Hurt (1980) who used a four-point
bend specimen to study the eﬀect of bending stress on diﬀusion in a polymer. They observed that more
water uptake occurred on the tensile side than on the compressive side for NARMCO 5208 Epoxy. Sub-
sequently, Weitsman (1987) derived the governing equations for stress-assisted diﬀusion using principles
of continuum thermodynamics. It was reported that both polymer diﬀusivity and saturation level depend
upon stress and that these dependencies can stem from separate aspects of material response, i.e., elastic or
viscoelastic material behavior. Sophisticated hygrothermal models have been developed and veriﬁed by the
authors of this paper to account for various types of anomalous diﬀusion (Roy et al., 1989, 2000, 2001;
Roy, 1999).
The objective of this paper is to predict debond initiation and propagation along a bonded interface in
the presence of a diﬀusing penetrant at the crack tip, and at elevated temperatures. As a step towards
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tinuum mechanics and thermodynamics that also provide a consistent framework for the derivation of a
coupled cohesive-layer constitutive law (Roy and Shiue, 2003). A series of diﬀusion experiments were con-
ducted to collect moisture weight-gain data in an epoxy specimen under diﬀerent conditions of temperature,
humidity, applied transverse strain, and applied strain gradient. The strain gradient is necessary to accu-
rately simulate the state of strain that typically occurs adjacent to a crack tip along a bonded interface,
for example, debond growth in a double cantilever beam subjected to primarily transverse (Mode I) load-
ing. For this purpose, a novel diﬀusion test specimen was developed for the application of transverse strain
as well as a strain gradient during moisture absorption, and this is described in detail in a subsequent sec-
tion. The eﬀect of viscoelasticity in the cohesive layer on moisture diﬀusion is not included in the current
model in the interest of tractability.
2. Basic equations
2.1. Two-dimensional governing equation
For a two-dimensional cohesive layer of ﬁnite thickness h, under plane-strain conditions as shown in
Fig. 1, the Helmholtz free energy potential per unit volume is given by,qw ¼ C0ðm; T Þ þ C1ðm; T Þe11 þ C2ðm; T Þe22 þ C3ðm; T Þe12 þ C4ðm; T Þe211 þ C5ðm; T Þe222
þ C6ðm; T Þe212 þ C7ðm; T Þe11e12 þ C8ðm; T Þe11e22 þ C9ðm; T Þe12e22 þ C10ðm; T Þe322
þ C11ðm; T Þe222e12 þ C12ðm; T Þe22e212 þ C13ðm; T Þe312 þ C14ðm; T Þe422 þ C15ðm; T Þe322e12
þ C16ðm; T Þe222e212 þ C17ðm; T Þe22e312 þ C18ðm; T Þe412 ð1Þwhere, the mechanical strain components in two-dimensions are deﬁned as,e11 ¼ E11  aðT  TREFÞ  bðm mREFÞ
e22 ¼ E22  aðT  TREFÞ  bðm mREFÞ
e12 ¼ E12and,
q mass density of epoxy in the cohesive layer
e11 mechanical strain component in X1 direction (x-direction)
e22 mechanical strain component normal to crack face in X2 direction (y-direction)
e12 in-plane shear strain component tangential to crack faceConcrete beam
Concrete beam
cohesive layer
moisture
diffusion x
y
P
P
Fig. 1. An epoxy layer with moisture diﬀusion.
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m moisture concentration in the cohesive layer at time t
mREF reference moisture concentration
T temperature in the cohesive layer at time t
TREF reference temperature
a(T) isotropic linear coeﬃcient of thermal expansion of polymer
b(T) isotropic linear coeﬃcient of moisture expansion of polymer
Chemical potential (l) of the diffusing vapor in a polymer can be defined as (Weitsman, 1991),l ¼ q ow
omor,l ¼ oC0
om
þ oC4
om
e211  2C4ðm; T ÞbðT Þe11
 
þ oC5
om
e222  2C5ðm; T ÞbðT Þe22
 
þ oC10
om
e322  3C10ðm; T ÞbðT Þe222
 
þ oC14
om
e422  4C14ðm; T ÞbðT Þe322
 
ð2ÞIt should be noted that in Eq. (2), only dilatational (normal) strains are included because it is assumed
that deviatoric (shear) strain does not play a signiﬁcant role in assisting diﬀusion. From conservation of
mass, the governing Equation for two-dimensional moisture diﬀusion is,om
ot
¼  ofx
ox
þ ofy
oy
 
ð3Þwhere the moisture ﬂux, ~f ¼ fxn^x þ fyn^y , assuming isotropic behavior within the polymer in the absence of
temperature gradients is given by,fx ¼ bD olox
fy ¼ bD oloy
ð4Þwhere, bD is a material constant. Assuming isotropic material behavior and using the chain rule,
fx ¼ bD olom
 
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ð5ÞAssuming isothermal condition and substituting Eq. (5) in Eq. (3), givesom
ot
¼ o
ox
Dm
om
ox
þ De1 oe11ox þ De2
oe22
ox
 
þ o
oy
Dm
om
oy
þ De1 oe11oy þ De2
oe22
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 
ð6Þwhere, the diﬀusion coeﬃcients are given by,Dm ¼ bD olom
 
; De1 ¼ bD oloe11
 
; De2 ¼ bD oloe22
 
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
þ o
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oC5
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De1 ¼ bD 2 oC4om e11  2bðT ÞC4ðm; T Þ
 
ð7bÞ
De2 ¼ bD 2 oC5om e22  2bðT ÞC5ðm; T Þ

þ 3 oC10
om
e222  6bðT ÞC10ðm; T Þe22
þ 4 oC14
om
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
ð7cÞIt should be noted that in Eq. (6), the diﬀusion coeﬃcient Dm is associated with the moisture ﬂux term
involving concentration gradient, where as the diﬀusion coeﬃcients De1 and De2 are associated with ﬂux
terms involving strain gradients. From Eq. (7) it is evident that Dm, De1 and De2 are not constants, and they
may depend on strain, moisture concentration, and temperature.
2.2. Characterization of boundary condition and saturation concentration
Assuming that the chemical potential of the ambient vapor on the exposed boundary of the cohesive
zone remains constant with respect to time (Weitsman, 1991), the resulting concentration at the boundary
of the cohesive zone can be derived as,l T ;m; eij
 
BOUNDARY
¼ lbðRH ; T ; ebÞ ð8Þwhere, eb is the value of the transverse mechanical strain e22 at the boundary, and RH is the environmental
relative humidity. Assuming that in the expression for chemical potential deﬁned in Eq. (2), axial strain
e11 = 0, and retaining terms up to second order in e22 (for e22 1), then Eq. (8) reduces to (Roy and Shiue,
2003),bC0ðC0 þ 2eC0DmÞ þ 27
8
rMAXðT Þ
eMAX
ðC5 þ 2eC5DmÞe222  2bð1þ C5DmÞe22h i
þ 27
2
rMAXðT Þ
e2MAX
bð1þ C10DmÞe222
	 

BOUNDARY
¼ lbðRH ; T ; ebÞ ð9Þwhere bC0;C0; eC0;C5; eC5;C10 are material constants independent of temperature and moisture concentra-
tion. Substituting for the change in concentration Dm = mb  mREF in Eq. (9) and solving for mb gives,mb ¼ b0ðRH ; T Þ þ b1ðRH ; T Þeb þ b2ðRH ; T Þe2b ð10Þ
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that depend on relative humidity and temperature, and eb is the mechanical strain at the boundary. There-
fore, percent weight gain in the epoxy specimen at saturation can be expressed as,MMAX ¼ mb  minitialminitial
 
 ðVolume of specimenÞ  100
MMAX ¼ B0ðRH ; T Þ þ B1ðRH ; T Þeb þ B2ðRH ; T Þe2b ð11Þ
where, B0, B1, B2 are material coeﬃcients that need to be characterized through diﬀusion experiments.
2.3. Design of experiment
The governing equation for diﬀusion derived from Helmholtz potential as given by Eq. (6) is a strain-
based model. Hence the design of experiment should satisfy the condition that the diﬀusion is strain assisted
rather than stress assisted, in this study. The epoxy material used experiences a large increase in tensile
strain due to viscoelastic creep, and so, introduction of constant strain by standard method of loading a
specimen by deadweight becomes highly inaccurate. This was the motivation to develop a novel test spec-
imen based on the theory of beam bending that achieves the design of experiment objective and yet remains
practical. Further, the test specimen introduces a strain gradient that simulates the decrease in strain along
the bond line away from the debond tip subjected to transverse (Mode I) loading.
The experiment is designed with two objectives: (a) being able to introduce a pre-determined strain and
strain gradient without any change in applied strain due to viscoelastic creep, and, (b) being able to measure
the sample in a laboratory accuracy-balance without much loss of weight gain measurement sensitivity. For
this purpose a simple but novel methodology is developed. The epoxy primer is molded onto a ﬂat alumi-
num strip substrate of thickness 0.51 mm, which is then uniformly bent to calculated radius of curvature to
introduce a pre-determined average mid-plane strain as well as strain gradient in the primer as depicted in
Fig. 2(a) and (b). An epoxy based primer commercially available under the trade name Waco Mbrace pri-
mer is used for this study. The primer is mixed with the hardener and degassed in a degassing chamber to
remove any air bubbles present. The surface of the aluminum is etched to ensure proper adhesion between
the aluminum and primer. Then the primer layer is molded onto the aluminum substrate in the shape of a
25.4 mm · 25.4 mm coupon, with an average thickness of 0.74 mm. Then these specimens are allowed to
cure at room temperature for 72 h and strains are introduced by bending the specimens to the required ra-
dius, which is calculated as deﬁned in the following paragraph. These specimens are then pre-conditioned in
an electric oven at 93.3 C for 36 h for drying and for post-curing. After recording the dry weight, the spec-
imens are put in an environmental chamber under various conditions of relative humidity and temperature
as listed in Table 3. Knowing the weight of the aluminum strip substrate, the weight of the primer alone can
be calculated and the weight-gain due to moisture can be calculated using Eq. (33). A schematic diagram of
the specimens used for strain assisted diﬀusion test is shown in Fig. 2(a) and a photograph of the actual
specimen is shown in Fig. 2(b).
As the modulus of aluminum substrate is much greater than that of the epoxy primer, when the alumi-
num substrate is bent, we can assume that the aluminum and primer are still in linear elastic state and the
bonded primer have little eﬀect on the curvature of the aluminum substrate or on the composite beam of
aluminum and epoxy primer. Therefore, Kirchhoﬀs hypothesis of ‘‘plane sections remain plane’’ is valid in
this case.
From the force equilibrium on the beam cross section, the x coordinate of the neutral line for the com-
posite beam is given as,x0 ¼ E2h2ðh1 þ h2Þ
2E1h1 þ 2E2h2 ¼
h1 þ h2
2 1þ E1h1E2h2
  ð12Þ
Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of test specimen. (b) Photograph of diﬀusion specimen showing hollow aluminum cylinder used as
substrate.
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h1 – Thickness of aluminum sheet
h2 – Thickness of epoxy primer
E1 – Youngs modulus of aluminum sheet
E2 – Youngs modulus of epoxy primer
R – Radius of curvature
The total longitudinal strain at the inner surface of the primer is given by, Gere and Timoshenko (1984),ein ¼
1
2
h1  x0
Rþ x0 ð13ÞStrain at the outer surface,eout ¼
1
2
h1 þ h2  x0
Rþ x0 ð14ÞThen the average tensile strain at the mid-plane of the primer is,eavg ¼
h1 þ 12 h2  x0
Rþ x0 ð15Þ
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1
2
h2  x0
eavg
 x0 ð16ÞThe Youngs modulus of aluminum sheet E1 = 75 GPa, thickness h1 = 0.51 mm and for epoxy primer,
E2 = 3.85 GPa, h2 = 0.74 mm, were used in the present study. For the specimen with prescribed 5% average
mechanical strain, the radius of curvature is calculated to be R = 16.69 mm and for 10% average mechan-
ical strain, the radius is calculated to be R = 8.35 mm. Strain gauge test were carried out to calibrate the
radius of the specimen to get the required strain.
2.4. Eﬀect of temperature on the radius of the ring specimen
The resulting change in radius of curvature of the aluminum ring due to thermal expansion needs to be
evaluated, since the primer specimen is molded onto the ﬂat aluminum strip at room temperature, and the
specimen ring as a whole is subjected to elevated temperatures during testing. Linear expansion of the alu-
minum strip by itself is calculated to study its eﬀect on the specimen as a whole. The specimen is fabricated
at room temperature (TREF) of 25.5 C and then kept in an environmental chamber at temperatures (T) of
32.2 C (90 F), 40.5 C (105 F) and 48.9 C (120 F) for the diﬀusion tests. The change in length of alumi-
num ring due to the change in temperature is given by,Dl ¼ l0aAlDT
where
l0 = Initial circumference length at room temperature
aAl = Coeﬃcient of linear expansion for aluminum (23 · 106/C)
DT = Diﬀerence in temperature (T  TREF)
For a 10% strain specimen at 48.9 C the original radius is 8.35 mm, so the initial circumferential length l0 is
52.46 mm. Therefore the change in length at 48.9 C is given as 0.03 mm. The ﬁnal circumference length is
given as l = 52.46 + 0.03 = 52.49 mm. The radius of the ring after thermal expansion is given as,r ¼ l
2pwhich is calculated to be 8.354 mm. Therefore, the change in ring radius is only 0.048% for the highest test
temperature (worst case scenario), which can be neglected without adversely aﬀecting the accuracy of the
calculation of strain in epoxy.
2.5. Calculation of mechanical strain in the primer
In the formulation of Helmholtz free energy in Eq. (1), the strain parameters involved are mechanical
strains whereas the strains calculated in Eqs. (13)–(15) are total (kinematic) strains. The relationship be-
tween total strain and mechanical strain is,eMechanical ¼ eTotal  eHygral  eThermal ð17Þwhere,eHygral ¼ bDm
eThermal ¼ aDT
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even though in some cases, especially for composites, a slight nonlinearity has been found to exist (Tsai
et al., 2004). From our experiments on epoxy primer, we determined the average value of
b = 100.18 · 106 mm/mm/RH%, and a = 97 · 106 mm/mm/C respectively at room temperature. Varia-
tions in these coeﬃcients as functions of temperature are ignored because of the small temperature range
over which diﬀusion tests were conducted. From these data the maximum, minimum and average mechan-
ical strains and the mechanical strain gradients are calculated and tabulated in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
Since the variation of moisture concentration through thickness of the specimen cannot be measured ex-
actly during a test, therefore the known relative humidity (RH) at the specimen boundaries is used in
Eq. (17) to compute mechanical strains.
The moisture weight-gain for each of the specimens is recorded with respect to time, until saturation oc-
curs. Tests are carried out under three diﬀerent temperatures of 32.2 C, 40.5 C and 48.9 C, and three dif-
ferent environmental moisture concentrations of 75% RH, 85% RH, and 95% RH. For each environmental
condition (speciﬁed temperature and relative humidity), three total strain levels of 0%, 5% and 10% are
tested. The corresponding mechanical strain for each case computed using Eq. (17) is listed in Table 1.
A total of 27 diﬀusion tests were performed with each test data point in Figs. 3–11 representing the averageTable 1
Mechanical strain in each specimen at various environmental conditions
Specimen type Mech. strain
location
Relative humidity (%)
75 85 95
Temperature (C) Temperature (C) Temperature (C)
32.2 40.5 48.9 32.2 40.5 48.9 32.2 40.5 48.9
Mechanical strain (%) Mechanical strain (%) Mechanical strain (%)
Flat (radius =1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cylindrical (radius = 16.69 mm) emax 5.15 5.06 4.99 5.05 4.96 4.89 4.95 4.86 4.79
emin 0.72 0.63 0.56 0.62 0.53 0.46 0.52 0.43 0.36
eavg 4.46 4.37 4.30 4.36 4.27 4.20 4.26 4.17 4.10
Cylindrical (radius = 8.35 mm) emax 11.09 11.01 10.94 10.99 10.91 10.84 10.89 10.81 10.74
emin 2.23 2.15 2.08 2.14 2.05 1.98 2.04 1.95 1.88
eavg 9.72 9.63 9.56 9.62 9.53 9.46 9.52 9.43 9.36
Table 2
Through-thickness strain gradient in the epoxy specimen at various environmental conditions
Specimen type Relative humidity (%)
75 85 95
Temperature (C) Temperature (C) Temperature (C)
32.2 40.5 48.9 32.2 40.5 48.9 32.2 40.5 48.9
Mechanical strain gradient
(%strain/mm)
Mechanical strain gradient
(%strain/mm)
Mechanical strain gradient
(%strain/mm)
Flat (radius =1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cylindrical (radius = 16.69 mm) 5.98 5.98 5.98 5.98 5.98 5.98 5.98 5.98 5.98
Cylindrical (radius = 8.35 mm) 11.97 11.97 11.97 11.97 11.97 11.97 11.97 11.97 11.97
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Fig. 3. Moisture uptake vs sqrt. (time) (0% strain, 32.2 C).
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Fig. 7. Moisture uptake vs sqrt. (time) (5% strain, 40.5 C).
S. Roy et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 27–52 37weight-gain from four test specimens. From these test data, diﬀusion coeﬃcient and saturation moisture
concentration could be derived through a nonlinear least-squares technique that is described in the follow-
ing section.
The bonded electrical resistance strain gage is used to verify that the theoretically computed strain is in-
deed the strain that is actually introduced in the specimen. A quarter bridge three-wire system with a large
strain measurement gage is used. A 10% strain specimen is used to verify the actual strain introduced and
thereby to calculate the strain correction factor.Strain correction factor ðaÞ ¼ eactual
etheoryFrom the strain-gage test the strain correction factor a is found to be 0.87, presumably due to the fact
that the ring is not perfectly circular. This correction factor is applied to the calculated radii of all specimens
to introduce the correct mid-plane strain.
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Fig. 8. Moisture uptake vs sqrt. (time) (5% strain, 48.9 C).
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Fig. 9. Moisture uptake vs sqrt. (time) (10% strain, 32.2 C).
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Assuming that moisture diﬀusion in the thin epoxy layer is primarily through thickness, total moisture
uptake based on the one-dimensional form of Ficks law is given by,MðtkÞ ¼ M1 1 8p2
X1
n¼0
1
ð2nþ 1Þ2 e
ð2nþ1Þ2 phð Þ2Dtk
( )
ð18ÞLetE ¼
XN
k¼1
½Mk MðtkÞ2 ð19Þ
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Fig. 10. Moisture uptake vs sqrt. (time) (10% strain, 40.5 C).
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Fig. 11. Moisture uptake vs sqrt. (time) (10% strain, 48.9 C).
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E is the least square error
N is the number of test data points
Mk is the kth test data point for mass uptake
tk is the time corresponding to kth data point during a diﬀusion experiment
D is the unknown diﬀusivity
M1 is the unknown weight gain % at saturation
For error to be minimum, the ﬁrst variation of least square error should be zero.dE ¼
XN
k¼1
2½Mk MðtkÞdMðtkÞ ¼ 0 ð20Þ
40 S. Roy et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 27–52ButdMðtkÞ ¼ oMðtkÞoM1 dM1 þ
oMðtkÞ
oD
dD ð21ÞSubstituting Eq. (21) in Eq. (20),dE ¼
XN
k¼1
½Mk MðtkÞ oMðtkÞoM1
( )
dM1 þ
XN
k¼1
½Mk MðtkÞ oMðtkÞoD
( )
dD ¼ 0 ð22ÞSince dM1 and dD are arbitrary variations, each of the terms in parenthesis must independently go to zero,
that is,XN
k¼1
½Mk MðtkÞ oMðtkÞoM1 ¼ 0 ð23ÞXN
k¼1
½Mk MðtkÞ oMðtkÞoD ¼ 0 ð24ÞExpanding Eq. (23)XN
k¼1
Mk M1 1 8p2
X1
n¼0
1
ð2nþ 1Þ2 e
ð2nþ1Þ2 phð Þ2Dtk
( )" #
 1 8
p2
X1
n¼0
1
ð2nþ 1Þ2 e
ð2nþ1Þ2 phð Þ2Dtk
( )
¼ 0
M1 ¼
PN
k¼1
Mk 1 8p2
P1
n¼0
1
ð2nþ1Þ2 e
ð2nþ1Þ2 phð Þ2Dtk
  
PN
k¼1
1 8p2
P1
n¼0
1
ð2nþ1Þ2 e
ð2nþ1Þ2 phð Þ2Dtk
 2 ð25ÞExpanding Eq. (24),XN
k¼1
Mk M1 1 8p2
X1
n¼0
1
ð2nþ 1Þ2 e
ð2nþ1Þ2 phð Þ2Dtk
( )" #
 M1ð Þ 8p2
X1
n¼0
 1ð2nþ 1Þ2 ð2nþ 1Þ
2 p
h
 2
tke
ð2nþ1Þ2 phð Þ2Dtk
( )
¼ 0
XN
k¼1
Mkð Þ M1ð Þ 8p2 tk
P1
n¼0
1
ð2nþ1Þ2 e
ð2nþ1Þ2 phð Þ2Dtk
M1ð Þ2 1 8p2
P1
n¼0
 1ð2nþ1Þ2 e
ð2nþ1Þ2 phð Þ2Dtk
 
8
p2 tk
P1
n¼0
1
ð2nþ1Þ2 e
ð2nþ1Þ2 phð Þ2Dtk
 
2666664
3777775 ¼ 0 ð26ÞSubstituting Eq. (25) in Eq. (26) results in a highly nonlinear equation in diﬀusivity (D) that must be solved
using iterative procedure. A software code in programming language C was written to solve this numeri-
cally. Once diﬀusivity (D) is obtained from Eq. (26), it can be substituted in Eq. (25) to evaluate weight gain
% at saturation (M1). The computed diﬀusivity and saturation mass for all test conditions are listed in
Table 3.
Table 3
Diﬀusivity and Mmax for diﬀerent conditions of temperature, relative humidity and strain
Temperature (C) Relative humidity (%) Total strain (%) Representative specimen Diﬀusivity (cm2/s) · 109 Mmax (%)
32.2 75 0 4 5.8220 2.9486
5 4 5.9532 2.9848
10 4 6.2772 3.7839
85 0 4 7.7720 3.3402
5 4 8.4432 3.3398
10 4 10.3720 4.1039
95 0 4 12.0880 3.9786
5 4 13.2530 3.9848
10 4 19.1720 4.7139
40.5 75 0 4 10.1770 3.0302
5 4 10.4780 3.0219
10 4 10.6510 3.8484
85 0 4 12.6470 3.4749
5 4 13.8740 3.5028
10 4 16.7710 4.2985
95 0 4 18.7780 4.0400
5 4 20.7380 4.0360
10 4 25.0860 4.7730
48.9 75 0 4 11.5210 3.0150
5 4 12.0070 3.0457
10 4 13.1110 3.8064
85 0 4 17.4410 3.4602
5 4 19.5980 3.5298
10 4 24.6970 4.2795
95 0 4 22.7000 4.0244
5 4 24.6090 4.0312
10 4 30.0080 4.7529
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Revisiting the non-Fickian diﬀusion governing equation, Eq. (6),om
ot
¼ o
ox
Dm
om
ox
þ De1 oe11ox þ De2
oe22
ox
 
þ o
oy
Dm
om
oy
þ De1 oe11oy þ De2
oe22
oy
 
ð27Þand imposing the condition that the diﬀusion experiments conducted in this study is a special case of one-
dimensional diﬀusion in the (thickness) x-direction, with an uniform transverse tensile strain in the y-direc-
tion having a uniform tensile strain gradient through the thickness (refer to Fig. 2(b)), Eq. (27) reduces to,om
ot
¼ o
ox
Dm
om
ox
þ De1 oe11ox þ De2
oe22
ox
 
ð28ÞIn the absence of applied strain in the x-direction, e11 = me22, and oe11ox ¼ m oe22ox , where m is the Poissons
ratio of the epoxy. Hence, the governing equation for this particular study reduces to,om
ot
¼ o
ox
Dm
om
ox
þ ðDe2  mDe1Þ oe22ox
 
ð29Þ
42 S. Roy et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 27–52From the data presented in Table 2 it is evident that the through-thickness gradient of the transverse strain
oe22
ox
 
is suﬃciently large (up to 12% per mm) that it cannot be ignored. Hence the expected diﬀusion behav-
ior in the epoxy specimens should be non-Fickian. However, the actual moisture uptake data from diﬀusion
experiments (Refer to Figs. 3–11) indicate that the moisture uptake in the epoxy primer generally obeys
Ficks law at least for the range of temperatures, relative humidity, and average strains considered in this
study, although the magnitude of the diﬀusivity and saturation levels for each case depends on the ambient
conditions. This observation is based on the fact that the data from diﬀusion experiments (shown by the
symbols) in Figs. 3–11 are in good agreement with the Fickian curve ﬁt (indicated by the dashed lines)
for each set of environmental conditions considered in the test matrix. It can therefore be concluded with-
out loss of generality that this particular epoxy material behaves in a concentration-dependent Fickian
manner rather than in a strain gradient induced non-Fickian manner. This observation is corroborated
by the absorption-desorption curves shown in Fig. 12 for the case of 10% strain, 95% RH, and 48.9 C,
where the desorption curve does not follow the Fickian absorption curve, indicating concentration-depen-
dent diﬀusion (Crank, 1975). Consequently, the non-Fickian diﬀusion coeﬃcient (De2  mDe1) in Eq. (29)
can be characterized as negligibly small for this material, and the ﬁnal diﬀusion governing equation reduces
to,om
ot
¼ o
ox
Dm
om
ox
 
ð30Þwhich is essentially Ficks law, with a diﬀusion coeﬃcient Dm that depends on temperature, moisture con-
centration, and applied strains as deﬁned in Eq. (7a). Since b(T) 1, we may ignore all the terms beyond
ﬁrst order, while for the transverse strain e22 we retain only up to quadratic term in the expression with
e11 = me22 under uniaxial tension, giving,Dm ¼ bD o2C0om2  m o2C4om2 e222 þ 4m oC4om bðT Þe22 þ o2C5om2 e222  4 oC5om bðT Þe22  6 oC10om bðT Þe222
 Re-arranging strain-dependent terms in ascending order, Dm can be expressed as,Dm ¼ bD o2C0om2 þ 4m oC4om bðT Þ  4 oC5om bðT Þ
 
e22 þ m o
2C4
om2
þ o
2C5
om2
 6 oC10
om
bðT Þ
 
e222
 
ð31Þ0
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Fig. 12. Moisture absorption–desorption vs sqrt. (time) for epoxy primer (10% strain, 95% RH, 48.9 C).
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TREF
ð32Þwhere, TREF = 40.5 C, and, following Crank (1975), we deﬁne an approximate relationship for the mean
value of diﬀusivity given by,Dm ¼ 1mmax
Z mmax
0
Dm dm ð33Þwhere, the maximum concentration is deﬁned as,mmax ¼ M saturation Mdry
Volume of specimenBecause there is a signiﬁcant variation in the mechanical strain through the thickness of the epoxy layer (see
Table 1), the average mechanical strain (e22) at the mid-plane of the epoxy layer was used in Eq. (31) to
compute diﬀusivity. Assuming quadratic dependence of diﬀusivity on temperature and concentration,
and using separation of variables Eq. (31) can be written as,Dmðm; T ;e22Þ ¼ F 1ðmÞF 2ðT ÞF 3ðe22Þ
¼ ða11 þ a12mþ a13m2Þða21 þ a22T þ a23T 2Þða31 þ a32e22 þ a33e222Þ ð34ÞApplying the deﬁnition of mean value of diﬀusivity described in Eq. (33) and (34),Dmðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ a11 þ 1
2
a12mmax þ 1
3
a13m2max
 
ða21 þ a22T þ a23T 2Þða31 þ a32e22 þ a33e222ÞExpanding the above equation, we have,Dmðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ ðD1 þ D2mmax þ D3T þ D4m2max þ D5T
2 þ D6mmaxT
þ D7mmaxT 2 þ D8m2maxT þ D9m2maxT
2Þ
þ ðD10 þ D11mmax þ D12T þ D13m2max þ D14T
2 þ D15mmaxT^
þ D16mmaxT 2 þ D17m2maxT þ D18m2maxT
2Þe22
þ ðD19 þ D20mmax þ D21T þ D22m2max þ D23T
2 þ D24mmaxT
þ D25mmaxT 2 þ D26m2maxT þ D27m2maxT
2Þe222
Dmðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ D0ðmmax; T Þ þ D1ðmmax; T Þe22 þ D2ðmmax; T Þe222
ð35Þwhere,D0ðmmax; T Þ ¼ D1 þ D2mmax þ D3T þ D4m2max þ D5T
2 þ D6mmaxT þ D7mmaxT 2 þ D8m2maxT
þ D9m2maxT
2
D1ðmmax; T Þ ¼ D10 þ D11mmax þ D12T þ D13m2max þ D14T
2 þ D15mmaxT^ þ D16mmaxT 2
þ D17m2maxT þ D18m2maxT
2
D2ðmmax; T Þ ¼ D19 þ D20mmax þ D21T þ D22m2max þ D23T
2 þ D24mmaxT þ D25mmaxT 2
þ D26m2maxT þ D27m2maxT
2
ð36Þ
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listed in Table 3 by means of a least-squares technique as described below. Eq. (35) can be expressed in the
following general form,Dmðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼
XN
i¼1
Difiðmmax; T ;e22Þ ð37Þwhere, N is the number of unknowns (N = 27 in this study), Di are the unknown coeﬃcients,
fiðkÞ  fiðmmaxk ; T k;ekÞ are the known functions of mmax; T ; and e22. These 27 known functions are deﬁned
in Appendix A. From Eq. (37), summation of square error E can be deﬁned as,E ¼
XM
k¼1
ðeDk  Dðmmax k; T k;ekÞÞ2 ¼XM
k¼1
eDk XN
i¼1
Difiðmmax k; T k;ekÞ
" #2
¼
XM
k¼1
eDk XN
i¼1
DifiðkÞ
" #2
ð38Þwhere, M is the total number of test data points (M = N = 27 in this study, but in general M and N need
not be equal), fiðkÞ  fiðmmaxk ; T k;ekÞ, eDk is the value of diﬀusivity for the kth test data point, Dk is the de-
rived diﬀusivity from curve ﬁt, and mmaxk , T k, and ek are maximum moisture concentration, normalized tem-
perature, and the average transverse mechanical strain respectively, corresponding to the kth test data
point.
To minimize the least squares error,oE
oDi
¼ 0 ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ;NÞTherefore,D1
XN
k¼1
f1ðkÞf1ðkÞ þ D2
XN
k¼1
f1ðkÞf2ðkÞ þ D3
XN
k¼1
f1ðkÞf3ðkÞ þ    þ DN
XN
k¼1
f1ðkÞfN ðkÞ ¼
XN
k¼1
eDkf1ðkÞ
D1
XN
k¼1
f2ðkÞf1ðkÞ þ D2
XN
k¼1
f2ðkÞf2ðkÞ þ D3
XN
k¼1
f2ðkÞf3ðkÞ þ    þ DN
XN
k¼1
f2ðkÞfN ðkÞ ¼
XN
k¼1
eDkf2ðkÞ
. . .
D1
XN
k¼1
fNðkÞf1ðkÞ þ D2
XN
k¼1
fN ðkÞf2ðkÞ þ D3
XN
k¼1
fN ðkÞf3ðkÞ þ    þ DN
XN
k¼1
fN ðkÞfN ðkÞ ¼
XN
k¼1
eDkfN ðkÞ
ð39ÞThe unknown diﬀusivity coeﬃcients D1,D2, . . .,D27 are obtained by solving Eq. (39) simultaneously.
2.8. Characterization of moisture saturation coeﬃcients
Revisiting Eq. (11), and assuming quadratic dependence on temperature and relative humidity, and
using separation of variables,MMAXðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ B0ðRH ; T Þ þ B1ðRH ; T Þeb þ B2ðRH ; T Þe2b ¼ F 1ðRHÞF 2ðT ÞF 3ðebÞ
¼ ðc11 þ c12RH þ c13RH 2Þðc21 þ c22T þ c23T 2Þðc31 þ c32eb þ c33e2bÞ ð40Þ
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þ B8RH 2T þ B9RH 2T 2Þ
þ ðB10 þ B11RH þ B12T þ B13RH 2 þ B14T 2 þ B15RHT þ B16RHT 2
þ B17RH 2T þ B18RH 2T 2Þeb
þ ðB19 þ B20RH þ B21T þ B22RH 2 þ B23T 2 þ B24RHT þ B25RHT 2
þ B26RH 2T þ B27RH 2T 2Þe2b ð41Þwhere,B0ðRH ; T Þ ¼ B1 þ B2RH þ B3T þ B4RH 2 þ B5T 2 þ B6RHT þ B7RHT 2
þ B8RH 2T þ B9RH 2T 2
B1ðRH ; T Þ ¼ B10 þ B11RH þ B12T þ B13RH 2 þ B14T 2 þ B15RHT þ B16RHT 2
þ B17RH 2T þ B18RH 2T 2
B2ðRH ; T Þ ¼ B19 þ B20RH þ B21T þ B22RH 2 þ B23T 2 þ B24RHT þ B25RHT 2
þ B26RH 2T þ B27RH 2T 2
ð42ÞThere are again a total of 27 unknowns which are computed from the 27 test diﬀusion coeﬃcient data by
curve ﬁt technique as described below.
Eq. (41) can be expressed in the following general form,MMAXðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼
X27
i¼1
BifiðRH ; T ; ebÞ ð43Þwhere Bi are the unknown coeﬃcients, fiðkÞ  fiðRHk; T k; ekÞ (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 27) are known functions of
RH ; T ; eb, as discussed in the previous section and given in Appendix B.
From Eq. (43), summation of squares of error E can be formed asE ¼
XN
k¼1
ðMk MMAXÞ2 ¼
XN
k¼1
Mk 
X27
i¼1
BifiðRHk; T k; ekÞ
" #2
¼
XN
k¼1
½Mk 
X27
i¼1
B^ifiðkÞ2 ð44Þwhere, N = 27 is the number of test data points, fiðkÞ  fiðRHk; T k; ekÞ,Mk the saturation concentration for
the kth test data point, and RHk, T k, ek and are relative humidity, normalized temperature, and transverse
strain on specimen boundary respectively, corresponding to the kth test data point. To minimize the least-
squares error,oE
oBi
¼ 0 ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 27Þ
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XN
k¼1
f1ðkÞf1ðkÞ þ B2
XN
k¼1
f1ðkÞf2ðkÞ þ B3
XN
k¼1
f1ðkÞf3ðkÞ þ    þ BN
XN
k¼1
f1ðkÞfN ðkÞ ¼
XN
k¼1
Mkf1ðkÞ
B1
XN
k¼1
f2ðkÞf1ðkÞ þ B2
XN
k¼1
f2ðkÞf2ðkÞ þ B3
XN
k¼1
f2ðkÞf3ðkÞ þ    þ BN
XN
k¼1
f2ðkÞfN ðkÞ ¼
XN
k¼1
Mkf2ðkÞ
. . .
B1
XN
k¼1
fN ðkÞf1ðkÞ þ B2
XN
k¼1
fN ðkÞf2ðkÞ þ B3
XN
k¼1
fNðkÞf3ðkÞ þ    þ BN
XN
k¼1
fNðkÞfN ðkÞ ¼
XN
k¼1
MkfN ðkÞ
ð45Þ
The unknown saturation coeﬃcients B1,B2, . . .,B27 are obtained by solving Eq. (45) simultaneously.3. Results and discussions
As presented in Figs. 3–12, the moisture uptake data indicates that the moisture sorption-desoprtion in
this material can be characterized as concentration-dependent Fickian diﬀusion rather than Non-Fickian
diﬀusion. As discussed earlier, the non-linearity can be attributed to the presence of strain and environmen-
tal condition of elevated temperature and moisture concentration, and not due to the presence of strain
gradient.
The diﬀusivity and mass saturation for various conditions of temperature, relative humidity, and strain
are tabulated in Table 3. As evident from the Table, the inﬂuence of temperature, moisture concentration,
and strain on diﬀusivity and maximum saturation concentration is signiﬁcant. For example, an increase in
applied total transverse strain from 0 to 10% results in a 18% increase in msat and 32% increase in diﬀusivity
(Dm) at 48.9 C and 95% RH. Interestingly, diﬀusivity data plotted in Fig. 13 seems to indicate a strong
coupling between applied strain and moisture concentration, regardless of test temperature. At lower mois-
ture concentrations (75% RH), the diﬀusivity data show little or no change with increasing strain; however,
they show signiﬁcant strain dependence at elevated concentrations (85% and 95% RH), thereby validating0.0
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Fig. 13. Inﬂuence of total transverse strain on diﬀusivity.
Table 4
Strain-diﬀusivity coeﬃcients D0, D1, D2
Temp. (C) Environmental relative humidity (%)
75% 85% 95%
D0 D1 D2 D0 D1 D2 D0 D1 D2
32.2 0.582 0.069 3.860 0.777 1.684 9.160 1.209 2.424 95.080
40.5 1.018 0.730 2.600 1.265 0.760 33.600 1.878 1.530 47.800
48.9 1.152 0.370 12.200 1.744 1.380 58.800 2.270 0.290 70.200
Table 5
Strain-saturation coeﬃcients B0, B1, B2
Temp. (C) Environmental relative humidity (%)
75% 85% 95%
B0 B1 B2 B0 B1 B2 B0 B1 B2
32.2 2.949 5.218 114.97 3.340 5.923 117.12 3.979 5.397 111.56
40.5 3.030 6.623 127.65 3.475 5.262 117.42 4.040 5.688 115.35
48.9 3.015 4.936 111.24 3.460 3.619 103.11 4.024 5.204 111.62
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Fig. 14. Inﬂuence of total strain on percentage moisture uptake at saturation.
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for percentage moisture uptake at saturation (Mmax) plotted in Fig. 14 as a function of strain indicate very
little coupling between applied strain and moisture concentration, regardless of test temperature. It is inter-
esting to note that theMmax values remain relatively unchanged between 0% and 5% transverse total strain
for the entire range of temperature and relative humidity used in the test matrix. While the increase in dif-
fusivity with strain occurs gradually over the entire range of strain at elevated concentrations (Fig. 13), in
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Fig. 15. (a) Diﬀusivity vs strain and temperature at 75% RH; (b) diﬀusivity vs strain and temperature at 85% RH; (c) diﬀusivity vs
strain and temperature at 95% RH.
48 S. Roy et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 27–52the case of percentage uptake at saturation (Mmax) the eﬀect of strain becomes evident only for total strains
greater than 5% (Fig. 14), indicating a threshold value of strain below which the moisture uptake at satu-
ration is independent of strain for the range of temperatures and relative humidity conditions tested. Test
specimens were examined under an optical microscope for evidence of microcracking and/or debonding at
10% strain, but no microcracks or debonds were observed to explain the sudden increase in moisture
uptake.
The strain-diﬀusivity coeﬃcients (D0, D1, D2) and strain-saturation coeﬃcients (B0, B1, B2) are tabulated
in Tables 4 and 5 respectively as functions of temperature and relative humidity. As presented in Eq. 11, the
mechanical strain value used for calculating B0, B1 and B2 is the mechanical strain at the boundary, i.e., at
the top surface of the primer and not the average mechanical strain. Three-dimensional surface plots of
the variation of the diﬀusivity coeﬃcient (Dm) of the epoxy primer with respect to strain and temperature
for relative humidity values of 75%, 85% and 95% are given in Fig. 15a, b and c respectively. The variation
of percent moisture uptake at saturation (Mmax) with respect to strain and relative humidity for a temper-
ature value of 32.2 C, 40.5 C and 48.9 C are given in Fig. 16a,b and c respectively. From these plots it
is again evident that applied strain has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence over diﬀusivity and saturation concen-
tration.
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Fig. 16. (a) Mmax vs strain and RH at 32.2 C; (b) Mmax vs strain and relative humidity at 40.5 C; (c) Mmax vs strain and RH at
48.9 C.
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A strain-assisted diﬀusion model was developed and experiments were conducted to characterize the
material coeﬃcients. The present experiments indicate that the presence of strain in an epoxy based polymer
inﬂuences the diﬀusion of water molecules, with signiﬁcant coupling between applied strain and concentra-
tion occurring at elevated humidity levels. It is also evident from the results that there is a consistent in-
crease in diﬀusivity with strain, whereas the moisture uptake at saturation is aﬀected only beyond 5%
strain level, indicating a strain threshold. The mass saturation for 0% and 5% strain level for a given envi-
ronmental temperature and relative humidity remains approximately constant. While we do not yet have a
mechanism-based explanation for this phenomenon, we have used microscopic examination of the speci-
mens to enable us to eliminate damage (microcrack) evolution at elevated strains to be the mechanism
responsible for accelerated diﬀusion. The moisture sorption-desorption data indicates that the moisture dif-
fusion in this material occurs in a concentration-dependent Fickian manner rather than non-Fickian diﬀu-
sion. If the material exhibited strain gradient dependent non-Fickian behavior where the inﬂuence of the
strain gradient terms were signiﬁcant, then the entire set of experiments would have to be repeated with
very small strain, perhaps 0.5%, so that the strain gradient eﬀect is negligible and the diﬀusion coeﬃcients
associated with strain gradient would have to be characterized by a numerical iterative procedure.
The coupled strain-assisted diﬀusion model developed and characterized here will be applied to simulate
debond growth in a cohesive layer with moisture diﬀusion occurring from the crack tip in the presence
of applied strain and strain gradients transverse to the bonded interface as depicted in Fig. 1. In order
50 S. Roy et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 27–52to deﬁne the coupled traction-separation law required for such analyses, characterization of the inﬂuence of
temperature, humidity, and debond growth rate on adhesive fracture energy is currently underway using
the generalized J-integral.Acknowledgement
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f1ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ 1
f2ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ mmax
f3ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ T
f4ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ m2max
f5ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ T 2
f6ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ mmaxT
f7ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ mmaxT 2
f8ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ m2maxT
f9ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ m2maxT
2
f10ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ e22
f11ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ mmaxe22
f12ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ Te22
f13ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ m2maxe22
f14ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ T 2e22
f15ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ mmaxTe22
f16ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ mmaxT 2e22
f17ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ m2maxTe22
f18ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ m2maxT
2
e22
f19ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ e222
f20ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ mmaxe222
f21ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ Te222
f22ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ m2maxe222
f23ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ T 2e222
f24ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ mmaxTe222
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f26ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ m2maxTe222
f27ðmmax; T ;e22Þ ¼ m2maxT
2
e222Appendix B
f1ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ 1
f2ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RH
f3ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ T
f4ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RH 2
f5ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ T 2
f6ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RHT
f7ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RHT 2
f8ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RH 2T
f9ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RH 2T 2
f10ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ eb
f11ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RHeb
f12ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ T eb
f13ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RH 2eb
f14ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ T 2eb
f15ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RHT eb
f16ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RHT 2eb
f17ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RH 2T eb
f18ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RH 2T 2eb
f19ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ e2b
f20ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RHe2b
f21ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ T e2b
f22ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RH 2e2b
f23ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ T 2e2b
f24ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RHT e2b
f25ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RHT 2e2b
f26ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RH 2T e2b
f27ðRH ; T ; ebÞ ¼ RH 2T 2e2b
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